Coffee and Conversation
A post therapy community group to practice your voice and speaking skills

Coffee and Conversation allows participants who have completed their speech therapy program the opportunity to practice speech intelligibility strategies in a community based setting. Join others to practice your speech in a fun and supportive setting facilitated by a speech language pathologist. We will use guided conversations, debates and games to provide motivation and several occasions to speak in this hour-long group class. This class is for current and former patients to help with the transition from therapy to community and continuation for facilitating skills and strategies.

Bring your coffee and conversation skills and come ready to speak. Classes will run for 8 weeks. Attendance to all 8 classes is recommended as each week will build on the last.

For questions, please contact Rachael Licker at 617.952.6275 or email at rlicker@partners.org

WHEN
Fridays
April 12th- May 31st
10-11AM

WHERE
Spaulding Rehab Hospital
1st Floor Cafeteria
300 1st Avenue
Charlestown, MA

COST
$80 for 8 Sessions ($10/session)

TO REGISTER
Go to www.spauldingrehab.org
select location: Boston Outpatient
click on
Register for Community Classes
create an account or sign in
and select
Series Classes;
Coffee and Conversation

For more information, visit www.spauldingrehab.org